## UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

**Degree Candidates and/or Graduates for Term 201950**

**State of New Hampshire**

### NH-Rockingham County

#### Atkinson

- Cailee Andrene Griffin (BA)
- Alana Priscilla Gudinas (BSPHYS)
- Jason Henry Hughes (BS)
- Nathan D Kozlovski (BSESCI)
- Jonathan Thomas LaFrance (BSEE)
- Cassandra Sue Lee (BS)
- Cassidy Murphy (BA)
- Conor Mcartney Osborn (BS)
- Chad M Ripley (BA)
- Julia Anne Rucker (BS)
- Colleen Siobhan Shea (MS)
- Gina Marie Wheeler (MSW)
- Molly Katherine Wilmot (BA)

#### Auburn

- Mathew George Allard (BS)
- Gilbert James Culbertson (BS)
- Connor Christie Graves (BA)
- Philip T Hughes (BS)
- Kevin H Johnson (BSME)
- Matthew Thomas Lemire (BSCS)
- Madeleine Hana Lessard (BS)
- Christopher Pelton (BA)
- Valerie Nicole Quigley (BA)

#### Brentwood

- Aly Diane Bradley (BA)
- Antonio William Cosentino (BS)
- William Andrew Faria (BS)
- Riley Dennis Green (BS)
- James Andrew Kelley (BSME)
- Erica F Kneeland (BS)
- Steven James Lambert (BS)
- Joseph Liam Lavery (BS)
- Linnea Lemerise (BS)
- Elise Marjanet McNaughton (AAS)
- Jordan Isabella Ross (BS)
- Payton Leigh Taylor (BS)

#### Candia

- Shannon Connolly Anderson (BS)
- Jordan Tyler Brock (BSCIVE)
- Allison Nicole Gamache (BSMAED)
- Amanda Nicole Gaudreault (BA)
- Morgan Avery Gray-Reczkowski (BS)
- Emily Sabean (BA)
- Cameron Paul Spezzaferri (BA)

#### Chester

- Jacob Bennett (PHD)
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Chester
Emma Ruth Chappell (BS)  Summa Cum Laude
Ashley Anne Chisholm (BS)  Summa Cum Laude
Daniel James DiRocco (BS)  Magna Cum Laude
Kasey Marie Fumarola (BA)  Magna Cum Laude
Gillian Rae Gould (BS)  Magna Cum Laude
Anthony E Rocchio (BSIT)  Magna Cum Laude
Morgan Alexandra Sansing (BS)  Summa Cum Laude
Nicolas Santiago Sevilla Connelly (BSEE)  Summa Cum Laude
Samantha Lee Sullivan (BA)  Cum Laude

Danville
Alyson Rose Caruso (BSSTAT)
Brooke Gail Delahunty (BS)
Austin Claude Hall (BSME)
Travis Raymond Hall (BSME)  Magna Cum Laude
Justin Mark Maguire (BS)
Meghan McGonagle (BS)  Magna Cum Laude
Corey Patrick Mills (BS)
Bailey Christopher Schott (BA)
Matthew David Steele (BS)

Deerfield
Callie Shay Brochu (BS)  Summa Cum Laude
Bryce Anthony Currier (BA)  Cum Laude

Derry
Sabrina Monique Bakken (BS)
Brandon Craig Bakken (BS)
Brianna Becotte (BS)  Magna Cum Laude
Andrew Gage Benson (BSAM)
Nicholas James Cambra (BS)
Elizabeth Cirelli (DNP)
Suzanne Phoebe Courter (BS)  Summa Cum Laude
Micheal Richard Curley (BS)
John DiPersio (BS)
Sean Thomas Donohue (BSME)
John Chester Durant (BS)
Matthew Gordon Erb (BS)
Amanda Marie Feeney (MED)
Joseph Anthony Giammichele (BSCIVE)
Molly May Gray (BA)
Aleea Marie Grazul (BS)
Matthew John Hall (BSCIVE)
Marshall Halpin (BSME)
Mariem Hassan (BSEE)
Bianca Herlihy (BA)
Ashley Larose (BA)
Abigail Samantha Lindsey (BS)
Dean Satiya Ly (BSCHE)
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Derry
Erick M MacCormack (BS)
Kaleigh Ann Martell (MSW)
Christina Rose Miceli (BSMATH)  Cum Laude
Elijah Joe-David Missildine (BSEE)  Cum Laude
Benjamin Ezekiel Novotny (BS)
Ryan K O'Neill (BA)
Alexis V Perfetto (BS)
Nathan Ralston (BS)
Abigail Marie Reinelt (BS)  Magna Cum Laude
Shannon Riley (BS)  Magna Cum Laude
Matthew Rizzo (BS)  Cum Laude
Luke Louis Rosinski (BS)
Alexandra Lu Sirmaian (BS)
Zachary James Sullivan (BSCIVE)
Elizabeth Mary Margaret Tveter (BA)  Cum Laude
Cassandra Marie Whitten (BS)
Joseph Maxwell Williams (BSME)
Lucy Jane Williams (AAS)
Brett Eric Wilson (MED)

East Hampstead
Helen Theresa Barkworth (BA)  Magna Cum Laude
Jessica Gagnon (BS)  Cum Laude
Kathryn E Herron (MS)
Cassandra Karamourtopoulos (BS)
Emilee Nathan (BSAM)  Summa Cum Laude
Elijah Alan Sorensen (BSENVE)
Samuel David Wojichowski (BSENVE)

East Kingston
Hanna Lachance Bell (BA)
Alyson C Mierswa (BS)
Bryanna M Richardson (BS)  Cum Laude

Epping
Zyan Anthony Prestridge (BS)
Monicka Puchlopek (BS)  Cum Laude
Courtney Elizabeth Santos (BS)  Cum Laude
Joshua Corbette Simmons (BSAM)

Exeter
Parker Michael Armstrong (BS)  Summa Cum Laude
Logan Douglas Barker (BS)  Magna Cum Laude
Noah John Dever (BS)  Cum Laude
Jack Engleby Farrell (BA)
Stephen Paul Geis (BA)
Dana Michelle Hansen (BA)  Cum Laude
Eric Grayson Hansen (BS)
Mitchell Andrew Hersey (BSCS)
Benjamin Harold Kaphan (BS)  Summa Cum Laude
Elise Quynn Lawry (BS)
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Exeter
Benjamin M Letourneau (BSEE) Magna Cum Laude
Kyle J Lorenz (BS)
Hunter David Maurice (BS)
Max Andrew Miller (BSPHYS)
Anthony Rocco (BS)
Nathan James Rumford (BS)
Hanna Schultz (BS)
Anna Kate Stockman (BS)
Derek Sturm (BS)
Kimberly Tsui (BS)
Rachel E Vilandre (MED)

Fremont
Cassandra Christine Jennell (BS)
Delana Alexander Lane (BA)
Monique Elice Ricard (BA) Magna Cum Laude
Jackson Rowell (BSENSC)
Scott Alan Sullivan (BSCHE)

Greenland
Kevin Gregory Adair (BSCHE)
Joshua Taylor Barrett (BA)
Emma Kathleen Conner (BS)
Reed Gene Dannar (BSENPH)
Tiger Warren DeStefano (BS)
Cal S Govoni (BSME)
Jane Greer Kayarian (BS) Magna Cum Laude
Mithun Sanjiv Tonse (MBA)
Keaghan Frances Vogel (BS) Magna Cum Laude

Hampstead
Spencer Martin Couture (BSCS) Cum Laude
Daniel Cameron Dorci (BSME)
Andrew Michael Groch (BS) Summa Cum Laude
Kaleigh Marissa Mason Hensley (BA)
Jake Anthony Ladipo (BA)
Joseph Paul Lazzaro (BSEE) Summa Cum Laude
Laura Londrigan (BS) Magna Cum Laude
Elizabeth Brooke Preble (BS) Summa Cum Laude
Timothy Francis Ryan (BSEE)
Mitchell Andrew Stemberg (BSEE)
Kassidy Rose Tardif (BS) Magna Cum Laude

Hampton
Noah Joseph Abasciano (BS) Magna Cum Laude
Madeline Rose Anastasia (BS) Magna Cum Laude
Zachary Grayson Andronaco (BSBE)
Brian James Auffant (BS) Cum Laude
Tyler Scott Aversano (BSME)
Philip Balanoff (BS)
Ryan Patrick Boyle (BSCIVE) Cum Laude
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Hampton
Emily Ann Clark (BA)
Caroline M Connolly (BS)
Stephanie Rose Diecidue (BS)  Magna Cum Laude
Audrey Mae Eastman (BA)  Magna Cum Laude
Ryan Hunter Gallant (BS)  Summa Cum Laude
Alexis Erin Gidley (BA)
Ryan James Hanley (BA)
Bridgette Merry Hartley (MED)
Caroline Patricia Hernon (BS)
Travis Hurley (BS)
Danielle Marie Kalmbach (MS)
William Albert Leibundgut (BSOE)
Sean M McCarty (MBA)
Mercedes Jacqueline McCoy (BS)  Cum Laude
Savannah Lee McMenemy (BS)
David Peter Michel (BS)
Stephanie Anne O'Shaughnessy (MSW)
Gabriel George Paster (BSCIVE)  Magna Cum Laude
Kassidy Marie Perin (BS)
Jakob Dale Rappolt (BA)
Evan J Royer (BS)
William Andrew Saunders (BS)  Summa Cum Laude
Matthew Peter Smolag (BSCHE)  Magna Cum Laude
Emma Catherine Walsh (MS)
James Norman Walsh (BS)

Hampton Falls
Rachel H Colstad (MSW)
Paige I Duffy (BS)
Stacie Patricia Hanson (MED)
Miranda Lynn MacDougall (BA)
Paul J Pontbriand (BSCIVE)  Magna Cum Laude
Druclila Shuttleworth Sargent (BA)  Cum Laude
Hannah Marriner Wagner (BA)

HAMPTON FALLS
Matthew B Smith (MBA)

Kensington
John Ash (BS)
Chloe M Carter (BSENV)
Madison Michelle Carter (BS)  Cum Laude
Vanessa Lynn Croteau (MS)
Hannah Paige Laudani (MSW)
Emily Santoro Loring (BS)
Brandon John Mello (BSME)  Magna Cum Laude
Ethan J Phifer (BA)

Kingston
Annie R Cotter (BS)
Rebecca Lee Moreno (AAS)
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Kingston
Caitlyn A Pagnottaro (MED)
Caitlin Margaret Porter (MS)
Cameron Richard (BS) Cum Laude
Lauren Elizabeth Welch (BS) Magna Cum Laude

Londonderry
Daniel Thomas Cain (BM)
Brittany Mine Can (BA)
Lauren Anne Chindamo (BS)
Maggie Mary Connors (MED)
Jessica Lauren Cournoyer (BS)
June Carol Cranmer (BSSTAT)
Samantha Kay Cyr (MBA)
Ioan Cosmin Diaconu (BSEE)
Julia Rose Dushane (BS)
Hayley Enske (BS)
Devyn K Enwright (BS) Magna Cum Laude
Tristan J Evarts (BSCHE) Summa Cum Laude
Holly Heather Grodt (BS)
Natalie Corrine Howes (BA) Cum Laude
Kailey Marie Johnson (BA)
Thomas William Kilgore (BSME)
Sarah Elizabeth Moriarty (BSCIVE)
Troy Donald Nielsen (BA)
Allyson Marie O'Neil (BS) Magna Cum Laude
Conor Robert O'regan (BS) Cum Laude
Nathan Alexander Peabody (MS)
Sean Arthur Psaledas (BS)
Olivia Lauren Travaglini (BS) Cum Laude
Brian Matthew Vernet (MBA)
Noah John Vogler (BSCS) Magna Cum Laude
Anna Kathryn Wilkinson (BS)
Abigail Wright (BA) Summa Cum Laude

Londonderry
Victoria Jean Dumoulin (MSW)

LONDONDERRY
Lisa M Armes (DNP)

New Castle
Tabitha Amber Fiorentini (BA)
Monica Bellavita Lavin (BA)
Camden Christenson Ward (BA) Summa Cum Laude

Newfields
Chelsea Julie Polhemus (BS)
Leah Michele Sabino (BA)
Paige Webster (MED)

Newington
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Newington
Robert Sung-Jin Moon (BSCIVE)

Newmarket
Caitlin Elizabeth Armstrong (MS)
Ian James Bentley (BSENVE)
Cristiano Ferreira de Oliveira Costa (MS)
Hayden Chester Foley (BS)
Lauren B Gabriel (MS)
Seth W Goodnight (PHD)
Shane Matthew Harvey (BSME)
Andrew Charles Hussey (BA)  Summa Cum Laude
Cameron Avery Jordan (BA)  Cum Laude
Nicholas Micheal Larouche (BSBE)
Sara Rachel Levenstein (BA)
Alexandra Catherine Lyons (MSW)
Hannah Joy MacVane (BS)  Magna Cum Laude
Madison Rose Marshall (BA)  Cum Laude
Darren T Otten (BSME)
Tyler Payne (BS)
Madeleine G Rousseau (MA)
Alyssa Rose Roy (MA)
Nicole Sophia Sanborn (BSCIVE)
Erik Matthew Selberg (MBA)
Kyle A Stevens (MS)
Ponmani Victoria Vongsay (BS)
Matthew Hayden Wilson (BS)

Newmarket
James B Conner (MBA)

Newton
Rachel K Bahrakis (BA)
Ashley Elizabeth Broadhurst (MSW)
Jacob James Davis (BSMATH)
Christian Ehlers (BS)  Cum Laude
Melissa Anne Giconda (MED)
Kaitlyn Emma Laliberte (BSEE)  Summa Cum Laude

North Hampton
Taylor Fredericks (BS)  Cum Laude
Eric Christopher Munson (BS)  Magna Cum Laude
Emma Lee Nofsler (BS)  Cum Laude
Audrey Marie Prior (BS)  Summa Cum Laude
Dylan Angier Taylor (BS)
Shauna Lee Tennent (BA)

Northwood
Janais Aisling Axelrod (BA)
Chloe Nicole Bettencourt (BS)  Summa Cum Laude
Jessie M McIlveen (MS)
Jane A Salach (BSMAED)  Summa Cum Laude
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Northwood

Megan A Elwell (BS) Summa Cum Laude
Jake Aaron Ford (BA)
Christen Marie Gallant (BSME)
Alicia A Giannelli (MED)
Emily Jordan Harriman (BA)
Alicia Lynn Maimone (BA) Summa Cum Laude
Ashley Noelle Reiff (BS) Summa Cum Laude
Sheri Lee Shaw (MAT)

Plaistow

Amanda Berry (BS)
Benjamin Flyzik (BA)
Michaela Elizabeth Kosta (MAT)
Shannon Rose Matthews (BS) Magna Cum Laude
Brendan William McGuirk (MS)
Sara M Perry (BA)
Jacqueline Sampson (BA) Cum Laude
Amanda Marie Savina (BSCHE)
Emma C Theberge (BM) Summa Cum Laude
Ryan Weinberg (BS)

Portsmouth

Myles Kelly Adams (BS)
John Thomas Ball (BS)
Carly Marie Berman (BS)
Duncan McManus Cole (BA)
Thomas William Nicholas Collins (BSENPH)
Molly Grace Costa (BA)
Chantelle Rose DiMambro (MSW)
Trygg Engen (MBA)
Jordan Garrett (BA) Cum Laude
Thomas Welch Gross (MFA)
Remi P Gross-Santos (BS) Cum Laude
Perry Francis Hayes (BSEE) Magna Cum Laude
Sophie Jenkins (BA) Summa Cum Laude
Alahna V Kinney-Sandefur (MSW)
Ian A Lenahan (BA)
Alex Luu (BS)
Patrick Marquardt (BSEE) Summa Cum Laude
Tabitha Lynn McElroy (BA) Cum Laude
Patrick Edward Moriarty (BS)
Madeline Rose Mullen (BA) Summa Cum Laude
Colleen Olson (BS) Cum Laude
Licia Annette Schladenhauffen (BA)
Hannah K Simard (BS) Cum Laude
Amelia Elizabeth Smith (BSME)
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Portsmouth

Jackson Spitzer (BA)
Nicholas McCormick Stuart (BS) Cum Laude
Matthew Christopher Thorne (BS)
Morgan Elizabeth Tilson (BA)
Nathan J Underwood (MA)
Madisan Madeleine White (BS)
Spencer M Young (MS)
Cameron John Young (BSSTAT)

Raymond

Casey Lyn Maranto (BSCHE)
Maria Therese Nadeau (BS)
Jeffrey Daniel Oglesby (BS)
Catherine Andrea Riley (BS) Cum Laude

Rye

Katherine Elizabeth Auger (BA)
Immanuel Barba (BS)
Emily Catherine Brown (BSBE)
John Edward Hopwood (BA)
Timothy Brice Kammerer (BSCENG) Cum Laude
Rushali Kapoor (BA) Cum Laude
Katherine Michelle Locandro (BS) Cum Laude
Cameron Crews MacDonald (BA) Cum Laude
Riley Elizabeth Nadeau (BA)

Salem

Nicole I Abate (MS)
Jan Michael Cayabyab Austria (MS)
Samantha Ayoub (BA) Magna Cum Laude
Charles Anthony Davis (BS)
Claire Ann Durfee (BS)
Mark David Foglia (BS) Magna Cum Laude
Molly Kathleen Hanlon (BS) Magna Cum Laude
Nicole Daniel Heath (BSCHEM)
Dane Hoover (BSIT)
Jason N Korbani (MS)
Nicholas Charles LaCreta (BS) Summa Cum Laude
Tara Janelle Marand (BS)
Matthew J McConkey (BS)
Sean Haley McDonough (BS)
Patrick R McDonough (BA)
Colleen Mary Parisi (BA) Magna Cum Laude
Sarah Ann Helen Parsons (BS)
John L. Pham (MBA)
Sean Ray (BS) Summa Cum Laude
Jarrod Russell Ribaudo (BA) Magna Cum Laude
Stephanie Rodriguez (BA)
Anthony Michael Salvo (BS)
Kailey Beth San Antonio (BS) Cum Laude
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Salem
Evran Lane Sevincgil (BS)
Cortney Shepard (MBA)
Mari Rose Tarantino (BS) Magna Cum Laude

Sandown
Alec Matthew Atwood (BA)
Molly Ann Fox (MS)
Madeline Patricia Hoyt (BA)
Joseph M Margareci (BA)
Arianna Elizabeth Olkovikas (BA) Cum Laude
Meaghan J Pelletier (BS) Cum Laude
Ryan Taylor Reynolds (BSCENG)
Ashley Marie Santoro (BS) Cum Laude
Matthew Michael Turner (MENGR)

Seabrook
Jace Allen Eaton (BS) Summa Cum Laude
Ariana Elizabeth Greene (BS)
Bayli Renee’ Royal (BS) Magna Cum Laude

Seabrook
Kelly Oliveira Knowles (MED)

South Hampton
Marissa N Audy (MED)
Zoe Morgan Fitzgerald (BS)

Stratham
Lauren Paige Andrada (BA)
Brendan Teague Boyle (BS) Cum Laude
Hannah Jayne Dukeman (BSIT)
Mary E Duquette (MFA)
Christopher Paul Gallant (BS) Cum Laude
Steven William Hazeltine (BS)
Jeffrey Pearson Johansen (BSCS) Summa Cum Laude
Melanie Lamar (BS) Magna Cum Laude
Emma Kristina Landry (BS) Magna Cum Laude
Timothy Patrick Larkin (BS)
Heather L MacNeill (MPA)
Ashley Jillian Paquette (MSW)
Erin M Ripley (BS) Magna Cum Laude
Lyin B Schramm (MBA)
Holly A Street (MED)
Alexis Riley Sweet (BA)
Sarah Nicole Thibault (MS)
Katherine Elizabeth Zampini (MSW)
Rachel Anne Zampini (BS) Magna Cum Laude

Windham
Marco Christopher Allanach (BA)
Alexa Mae Ardolino (BS) Magna Cum Laude
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Windham

Kyana Mari Baiguy (BS)
Roger Lee Balcom (BSME)
Anthony Joel Bedard (BSME)
Michael Joseph Bedient (BA)
Patrick James Coupe (BA)
Cierra Rose Cowan (BS) Summa Cum Laude
Hope Kathleen Curtis (BS) Cum Laude
Jason Richard Farr (BSEE)
Jamie Harrington (BS) Cum Laude
Julia Margaret Hyatt (BS)
Hannah Kathryn Klaassens (BA) Magna Cum Laude
Andrew Robert Leclair (BSME)
Brian William Mader (BS)
Samantha Anne Mague (BS) Summa Cum Laude
Luke M Maravelias (BSCHEM)
Brandon Paul McNeil (BS) Magna Cum Laude
Andrew Mason Merchant (BS) Magna Cum Laude
Brette Olivia Miller (BA)
Justin Missert (BA)
Brittany Ann Missert (BA) Cum Laude
Samantha Paige Percuoco (BA) Cum Laude
Amanda A Tornquist (MS)
Gerald Ventola (BS)
Jake Robert Yennaco (BS) Magna Cum Laude